INTECH TRAILERS
BECAUSE THERE IS A DIFFERENCE!

FULLY CUSTOMIZED PRINTS

Even before we begin building your trailer, you will see the inTech difference...every customer is presented with a custom print pack and a fully interactive 3D model that shows the complete details of the trailers construction and layout. This lets our customers see their trailer before we have even welded the first aluminum tube!
inTech Trailers has raised the bar by which all other trailers are judged. A level of quality, fit and finish that simply is not available elsewhere.

PURPOSE-BUILT

Unlike our competitor’s trailers, our inTech industrial trailer is not a modified toy hauler. Our trailers are specifically engineered from the ground up and purpose-built to provide an excellent working environment. The inTech difference is in the design, materials and craftsmanship that go into each and every trailer we manufacture. If your company has specific needs, rest assured that our ability to design and build a custom trailer will mean you are not settling for “what’s available off the shelf”, our team will work directly with your company and exceed your greatest expectations.

Sometimes the most important standard features are not always what you see on the surface, like our screwless aluminum exterior. Often it is the things you do not see, like the design of our all-aluminum, all-tube, full perimeter frame. We do not utilize open ended extrusions; our all-tube construction delivers the lightest, strongest trailer possible.

STANDARD FEATURES THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE

At inTech, we strive to build trailers that survive in real world conditions. Features like our standard walk-on roof which utilizes an aluminum tube truss system create a stronger frame than our competitor’s trailers. Our standard vapor barrier floor which places a one-piece aluminum skin above the frame and under the wood sub-floor means your floor will last a lifetime because it isolates the outdoor elements. A better designed trailer, built to last!
THE INTECH DIFFERENCE

OUR PEOPLE

Trailer manufacturing is not an automated process; they are built one at a time and are handcrafted. Having the right people makes all the difference in the world. Whether it is the engineer designing a custom trailer, the salesperson walking you through the process or the craftsman out on our production floor, at inTech Trailers you are working with the very best in the industry. Our people make the inTech difference.

OUR PROCESS

Taking the time to manufacture something the right way, the first time...that is something that is not often done in our industry. At inTech we are dedicated to building a quality trailer every time. We take the extra steps to assure that the quality, fit and finish on your trailer is second to none. The processes we take during construction may appear tedious on the surface, but it is that extra attention to detail that makes the inTech difference.

OUR PRODUCT

Combining the right people with processes that work result in a superior product. Even at a glance you can see the inTech difference. Take a closer look and you will see firsthand what separates inTech from the other trailer manufacturers. You will see a level of fit and finish that other manufacturers simply are not capable of producing. Our finished products are the inTech difference!
ABOUT INTECH TOUGH

inTech Tough...not just words, because we back them up with an all-aluminum, all-tube frame that can handle even the roughest terrain. The outer skin of our trailers is available in aluminum or our rugged, one-piece fiberglass sidewalls for maximum durability. On the inside we have options for lightweight aluminum cabinets or our commercial grade laminate cabinets that stand up to the toughest environments. When you are searching for a durable trailer that will deliver years of reliable service in even the most rugged terrain, look no further than inTech.

AMISH INFLUENCE

Our dedicated Amish workforce has a long heritage of quality workmanship. At inTech we have combined their old world craftsmanship with our state-of-the-art technology for an unmatched end product. We are so confident in our products rugged design that we back them with a two-year warranty. Our production team is dedicated to manufacturing the finest trailers in the industry.

INTECH TRAILERS MANUFACTURES THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTS:

- Geologist Lab Trailers
- Surface Logging Lab Trailers
- Mobile Command Centers
- Fiber Splicing Trailers & Trucks
- Pipeline Inspection Trailers & Trucks
- Office Trailers
- Many Other Custom Configurations

CUSTOM TRAILERS

Every trailer we manufacture is custom engineered to your exact specifications. A quality trailer can only be as good as the design. By having a layout tailored to your needs, you can increase flow and efficiency in your work. Our expert staff can work with you to determine the best layout and design to cover all of your needs. We have worked with countless customers to help maximize efficiency and overall trailer layout.

Our customers depend on inTech to deliver consistency, not just in quality, but also in manufacturing. We can ensure that floorplans are identical from trailer to trailer and that our customer’s equipment will fit correctly every time. inTech delivers!
2/2 YEAR COMMERCIAL WARRANTY

At inTech we stand behind every trailer we manufacturer with the best warranty in our industry. inTech Trailers are guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship for 2 years while the aluminum frame also carries a full 2 year warranty. Contact an inTech salesperson or visit our website for full warranty details.

Some of the images show optional equipment that is not a part of the standard product. For complete details regarding inTech Trailers, please see an inTech Sales Representative.
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